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closely, with results that were to be decisive, for at the great crisis
of 1918-1919 he was governed almost solely by the intense desire
to submit to and do anything rather than have to witness a Bol-
shevik uprising in Germany. With his views his younger com-
panion fully agreed, and when in September 1918 Groener was
recalled to General Headquarters he transferred Schleicher at
once to his personal staff.
Self-confident, rather a dandy, but entirely capable, Schleicher
despite his war record was not in the least that type of "officer
at the base" so detested, and not always unjustly, by the officer
in the line—his commanding officer in Russia, anything but likely
to be kind to an "office" soldier, paid tribute to his personal
courage, coolness, and power of decision—and he proved himself
not merely a useful but an invaluable subordinate. He had indeed
a military mind and all the pride of his caste, but he had a curious
mind and pride with him took no offensive form. Luck had made
him a "political" officer, and the need for constant diplomacy
in his dealings with civilians, some of whom were very important
and very aristocratic civilians, had smoothed out the inevitable
brusquenesses of a young guards officer. Frank, optimistic yet
clear-sighted, gifted with a sense of humour, he had learned
quickly how to get on with people, and had acquired a taste and
also a flair for negotiation that made him invaluable in the days
of the collapse when anxiety had made even his quiet-tempered^
kindly chief a bad partner at the conference table. Both men
as a result of their war experience had many civilian connections
and on them fell the brunt of the negotiations with the revolu-
tionary government. They carried out, with calm firmness, their
own conception of patriotic duty. It was Groener, with Schleicher's
aid, who persuaded Hindenburg of the necessity of supporting
the new government simply because it was a government, who
stiffened Ebert into taking his definite stand against revolution.
It was Groener who got troops through to the Majority Socialist
leaders. It was Groener again who, against the wishes of the stern
professional soldier, Hindenburg, got the government to sanction
the formation of those original "Freikorps" which wiped out
Spartacism. It was Groener who later on controlled the situation

